
UNIT 5 CAC KEY THEMES

Date: October 20, 2021
Time: 6:30 pm
Facilitator: Dayna Brown
Board Committee Members: Kentrica Coleman and Stan Gozur

● Dr Weikle talked about what is happening in Unit 5 including COVID updates,
DEI, and hiring issues.

The council’s perspective regarding her presentation, as follows…

What Surprised You?

● Parents were shocked that although being back in school is good for students
and families, it is still a very hard year as everyone transitions back together. Kids
feel that it is almost normal. Seemed like things were going well for the most part
from parents perspective

● Amount of things that district is doing with regard to COVID safety and protocols.

● Lack of understanding and knowledge of state, local requirements as well as risk
with liability. Wonder if it would help if families are aware of the logic behind
requirements

● Glad to hear DEI reports are available
● Teachers have been surprised by number of social emotional skills they are

needing to help with; Teachers have to address divisiveness on a regular basis
●  Amount of things that district is doing with regard to COVID safety and protocols.

Some schools that don’t have those issues as acutely (or we just don’t hear
about them overall).

● Staff shortage overall – 20+ substitutes are needed across the district.  Impact of
that, taking teachers and staff/admin away from their duties.

● Grant money and what was done with it – detailed breakdowns and issues with
later support.

Suggestions or Critical Issues the District needs to address

● Playing catch-up with educational achievement for kids that didn’t do well in
remote setting.  How are we doing things to catch kids up overall?

● Social and emotional concerns – what can we do to address?
● What can we communicate more proactively about what resources are available

at different levels and methods?
● Stressful situations for educators with no end in site leaves scarring.
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Is there anything the district can do to be more welcoming environment for students and
families?

● Communication.  Making it clear about what’s happening, concerns that apply for
students.

● Can teachers share a little more – Could use electronic media to share a little more
about what the students are doing?

● Feels like teachers who posts things regularly throughout the day.  Makes it feel
more welcoming and informed.

● Responsiveness is really good as well.  Quick emails/responses help.
● More reaching out to parents who are not as engaged.   It’s easy to reach out to

parents that at are at every event and already making effort to be engaged.   Try to
reach out to the parents that you don’t see regularly…they may fall by wayside.

● New Family ambassadors to reach out and see what’s needed and help families feel
welcomed

● Provide a list of core links parent need to be engaged

How can Unit 5 attract people to work for district

● Maybe tap area educational groups
● Produce videos of staff members sharing why they love their role.
● See what is working from other schools
● Be a good organization to work for; Are parents teachers and faculty speaking highly

of the district, Word of mouth goes a long way
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